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Su~rsoccer
WorldCup
Rothenberg
USA94™
kept the
...............
~~ World Cup ball
.................................... rol Ii ng ............ .
T he numbers are staggering:
5 2 soccer games in nine cities,
3.6 million spectators,
31 billion TV viewers,
24 corporate sponsors,
$276 million in advertising
revenue, 12 regional organizing
offices, 20,000 volunteers,
and one host nation seemingly
indifferent to soccer. By any
measure, the 1994 World Cup
tournament was a formidable
undertaking - and a rousing
success, according to
Alan I. Rothenberg, B.A. '60,
J.D. '63, chairman and chief
executive officer of the U.S.
World Cup Organizing
Committee.
Alan Rothenberg
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" I CAN'T IMAGINE how it could have
gone better. It was magical," Rothenberg
told LQN a month after the tournament
ended. "It went better than anyone
expected, including me. No one was
more outspoken than I in predicting
success, but it exceeded even my
expectations."
The saavy Los Angeles sports attorney
had specific, quantifiable goals for World
Cup sponsorship, ticket sales, TV
viewership, and so on. The event easily
topped all those targets, including the
bottom line. Although World Cup was a
non-profit organization, Rothenberg says,
"We were hoping for a $20 million to
$25 million surplus for a U.S. Soccer
~ Federation foundation that will support
!; scholarships. All the figures aren't final
~ yet, but we're going to end up more than
~ doubling that."
0
6
Even more pleasing to Rothenberg
were nonquantifiable signs of success,
like the spirit with which Americans
embraced the event.
Other nations objected when FIFA,
world soccer's governing body, picked
the United States to host the '94 World
Cup games. Why hold the world's most
watched sporting event in a nation with
no professional soccer league and little
interest in the sport? "There was amazing
skepticism over whether the U.S. would
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respond," Rothenberg says. "It was
incredibly gratifying to see the outpouring of support from the American public,
and a source of great pride. The American public was turned on to soccer.
Visitors here from around the world
loved what they saw and loved our
country."
One uniquely American aspect of
World Cup that impressed visitors was
the corps of 20,000 volunteers who
helped run the games. "Many were not
even soccer fans; they just wanted to get
involved with the event," said
Rothenberg. "Visitors from countries
without a tradition of volunteerism were
overwhelmed because they could not
believe all these happy, helpful people
serving them were not being paid.
'The other thing that was amazing was
that we always brag about our diversity
in this country, but during this event,
you could see it. For one month, we
really were blended. When you went to
stadiums, hotels, bars, and restaurants,
you saw every kind of American blended
with every other kind in a happy celebration, having a good time, with no
hostility and no problems. It was beautiful for me to see, and I just hope we can
find a way to continue it."
Post-World Cup, his challenge is to
make sure that the support for soccer the
tournament spawned continues as well.
FIFA awarded the '94 games to the U.S.
precisely because it hoped to develop a
new soccer frontier. In 1990, FIFA
officials grew worried about the
tournament's prospects under U.S.
Soccer Federation president Werner
Fricker. They contacted Rothenberg,
who coordinated the 1984 Los Angeles
Olympic soccer tournament, to ask if he
was interested in heading the organizing
committee. He was, but he learned that
to take that post he must also become

USSF president. He launched a lastminute campaign, and despite protests
from USSF officials, he was elected. He
took a partial leave of absence from his
litigation practice at Latham & Watkins,
installed a clock in the World Cup offices
that counted down the days, minutes and
seconds until kick-off on June 17, 1994,
and went to work.
Rothenberg has become controversial in soccer circles because he dominates the sport. In addition to his World
Cup and USSF roles, he is chairman of
Major League Soccer, a professional
outdoor soccer league expected to begin
play in April 1995. Some opponents have
charged that there is a conflict of interest
in his overlapping roles; others complain
that he's not a true "soccer guy" because
he does not play or coach. (Rothenberg
has played soccer only twice, in pick-up
games with his Olympic Organizing
Committee staff in 1984; he scored with
a shot off his belly in the second game,
and hasn't played since.) However, the
Soccer Federation membership apparently is pleased with Rothenberg, electing
him in August to another four-year term
as president with the rank and file giving
him 70 percent of its vote.
Few in the field have more experience
in the business of soccer and sports than
the Rothenberg. He started his career in
law as a litigator; "there was no such
thing as a sports lawyer at the time," he
says. By 1967, he was general counsel for
Jack Kent Cooke, then owner of the Los
Angeles Lakers and L.A. Kings. In 1968,
he became general manager of Cooke's
soccer team, the L.A. Wolves, before he'd
even seen a professional soccer game.
Rothenberg himself later became president of the L.A. Clippers basketball team,
and owner, with singer Linda Ronstadt
and others, of the L.A. Aztecs soccer
team. Also active in L.A.'s legal circles, he
was president of the State Bar of California in 1989-90.
Rothenberg poured his considerable
expertise and enthusiam for sports into
the World Cup effort. Legendary for
working 18-hour days, he would leave
staff members messages about details like

"The other thing that was
amazing was that we always brag
about our diversity in this
country, but during this event,
you could see it. For one month,
we really were blended. When you
went to stadiums, hotels, bars, and
restaurants, you saw every kind
of American blended with every
other kind in a happy celebration,
having a good time, with no
hostility and no problems."
-
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security or translators at 3 a.m. "I work to
relax," he says. As soon as World Cup
ended, Rothenberg simply switched his
focus to Major League Soccer. "I took
about a minute off, then rushed off to
talk to cities and sponsors." Only seven
of a dozen teams are established, so he is
moving fast.
From the growing ranks of adult
soccer players, he is trying to build a
professional sport structure that will
attract spectators and "stand side-by-side
with other American sports." The
federation will help the U.S. Women's
National Team defend its world championship in 1995 and compete in the
Olympics for the first time in 1996, while
building the men's Olympic team.
Rothenberg also will work to draw more
players into the USSF.
"We need to expand our base. For
example, we need to reach out to the
Hispanic population that loves the game
and plays ardently but is not part of the
federation.The challenge is to seize the
momentum gained over the past years
with the focus on World Cup here and
make sure gains we've made become
permanent. There was a great peak of
interest during the games, and we really
need to capitalize on that."
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ABA honors alumni
University of Michigan Law
School graduates were at
center stage during the
American Bar Association
annual meeting. Two alumni
won prestigious awards at the
judicial Administration
Division's annual black-tie
Dinner in Honor of the
judiciary. Three others were
elected to serve in the highest
leadership positions of the
ABA Tort and Insurance
Practice Section.
At the judicial Administration dinner Aug. 8, the
National Center for State
Courts presented its prestigious Reardon Award for
Outstanding Service to the
Cause of justice to john
Pickering, j.D. '40. Only five
people have ever received the
award, and Pickering is the
first private attorney to do so.
In presenting the award, Chief
justice McKusick of Maine
mentioned Pickering's hard
work as a loyal alumnus of the
Law School.
Next, 1994 graduate
Michael R. Phillips received
the Brown Award for Excellence in Legal Writing. The
new award honors the
memory of judge john R.
Brown, a 1932 Michigan Law
graduate. He enjoyed an
extraordinary career on the .
U.S. Court of Appeals Fifth
Circuit, where he developed a
reputation as a master writer.
After his death in 1992, the
judge john R. Brown Scholarship Foundation established
the $5,000 prize in his honor.
In announcing the award, the
judge's widow, Mrs. Vera
Brown, noted how happy
judge Brown would have been
to know that the first winner
was another Michigan graduate.
22

Phillips' Michigan Law
Review note, selected for
submission by the review's
editorial board, was among
140 entries written by students from around the
country. A panel of three
experts (a judge, a law school
dean, and a law professor)
read all the submissions under
a complex system of blind
grading. Phillips' winning
note is entitled, "The Constitutionality of EmployerAccessible Child Abuse
Registries: Due Process
Implications of Governmental
Occupational Blacklisting"
(92 Mich. L. Rev. 139, 1993).
Phillips, now an associate at
the Chicago firm of Ross &
Hardies concentrating in real
estate law, said he was
surprised and thrilled that his
note was selected.
The guest speaker at the
awards dinner was the U.S.
Supreme Court's newest

associate justice, Steven
Breyer. Of course, there on
the dais, seated next to justice
Breyer, was none other than
the incoming ABA president,
George Bushnell, JD. '51.
Observed Dean Jeffrey S.
Lehman, who was seated with
Mrs. Brown at the event, 'The
entire evening seemed to be a
tribute to the excellence of
Michigan's alumni."
Also during the annual
meeting, Hugh E. Reynolds
Jr., j.D. '53, was elected chair
of the Tort and Insurance
Practice Section. Walter H.

Beckham III, M.B.A. '72, was
named chair-elect, and Robert
Hirshon, j.D. '73, was elected
vice-chair. It is the first time
Michigan graduates will hold
all three top positions in the
section. Reynolds is senior
partner of the Indianapolis
law firm of Locke, Reynolds,
Boyd, & Weisell. Beckham, a
plaintiff's trial lawyer, is of
counsel at Kirwan, Goger,
ChesiI)., & Parks. Hirshon is a
member of the Portland,
Maine firm of Drummond,
Woodsum, Plimpton, and
MacMahon.

Supreme Court justice Stephen Breyer
and George Bushnell,].D. '51, at the
ABA annual meeting.
~
~

NBA honors Character

~
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~
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Vera Brown presents the john R. Brown
A ward for Excellence in Legal Writing to
Michael Phillips, a 1994 graduate.
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While several Michigan Law School
graduates were collecting kudos at the American
Bar Association annual meeting, another
was honored at the National Bar Association
annual convention.
The Hon. Carl]. Character, J D. '54, was one
of 14 distinguished African American attorneys
to be inducted into the NBA's Hall of Fame.
Character, of Shaker Heights, Ohio, is a judge of
the Common Pleas Court in Cuyahoga County,
Ohio, and a past president of the NBA.
Other notable Law School graduates in the
association include Walter L. Sutton j r., j.D. '70,
also a past president, and Reginald M. Turner
jr.,j.D. '87, president of the Wolverine Bar
Association, one of the largest NBA affiliates.

CLASS

notes

1951

1963

1965

1972

Herbert M. Balin recently
published an article entitled
"The Long Island Pine Barrens
Protection Act, A Model of
Compromise Between Home Rule
and State Intervention in Land
Use Control." The New York State
Bar journal article examines the
compromises between the state
and municipal government that
made the passage of this act
possible.

Paul L. Tractenberg, a professor
at the Rutgers Law School, has
authored New jersey Dispute
Resolution (New jersey Law
journal Books, 1994). The
handbook contains information
on alternate dispute resolution
and complementary dispute
resolution rules and programs.

Rosemary Pooler has been
appointed U.S. District judge for
the Northern District of New
York.

British Telecommunications
named James E. Graf II president of BT North America.
Formerly the vice-president of
government relations for BT North
America, Graf was instrumental in
steering the corporation's $4.3
billion alliance with MCI through
the U.S. regulatory process.

1956
California Gov. Pete Wilson
named Paul Haerle to the First
District Court of Appeals,
Division Two in San Francisco.
Haerle replaces retiring justice
john Benson.

1958
Nick Yocca is representing
Offshore Pipelines Inc. in a
merger with Panama's
McDermott International to
create one of the world's largest
marine construction companies.
The value of the deal is estimated
at $1 billion.

1959
Scott Hodes was named to the
Illinois Savings and Loan Board.

1961
James M. Trapp, P.C., just
completed a term as president cif
the American College of Trust
and Estate Counsel. His classmate, Hansen Reynolds of
Boston, also is a board member
of ACTEC.

1966
Robert E. Gilbert has been
named chief executive officer of
the firm of Miller, Canfield,
Paddock and Stone, P.L.C.
Gilbert, whose practice area is
finance and real estate law, was
the firm's managing director from
1987-93 and resident director of
its Ann Arbor office from 1986-94.

1967

Paul L. Tractenberg

1964
J . Portis Hicks recently represented the Killbar Corp. (formerly Remington Rand) in a
lawsuit over electronic typewriter
manufacturing trade secrets. The
defendants - an Amsterdam
bank and two Kuwaiti businessman - must pay Killbar $339
million.
Cheever Tyler is leaving his post
as partner at Wiggin &: Dana to
create the Partnership for
Connecticut Cities, a nonprofit
organization to address urban
problems. Tyler recently was
recognized for 30 years of
volunteer efforts in New Haven.
James D. Zirin described the
problems of China's new legal
system in an article published in
FORBES recently. He also
lectured to a group of Chinese
lawyers at Fudan University in
Shanghai.

Joseph R. Seiger was elected
chairman of the board of Catellus
• Development Corp. Catellus is a
major developer, manager, and
owner of commercial and
industrial property in the western
United States.

1969
Robert J. Millstone was elected
vice-president and general
counsel of ARCO Chemical Co.
of Pennsylvania.
Arnold M. Nemirow was
appointed president and chief
operating officer of Bowater Inc.,
a South Carolina manufacturer of
recycled and virgin fiber newsprint. Nemirow formerly headed
Wausau Paper Mills in Wisconsin.
Charles Platto has joined Salans
Hertzfeld &: Heilbronn as head of
its New York office. He will
handle domestic and international commercial litigation,
arbitration, and insurance
matters .

James E. Graf II
J. Bryan Williams was elected
to a one-year term on the Greater
Detroit Chamber of Commerce
Board of Directors.

1973
Michael F. Nuechterlein was
elected chairman-designate of the
American Bar Association's
Forum on the Construction
Industry. He is head of the
Construction Law Department at
Carlton, Fields, Ward,
Emmanuel, Smith and Cutler,
a Tampa, Florida law firm .
Edward H. Pappas was appointed
secretary of the Oakland County
(Michigan) Bar Association.

1974
Bruce F. Howell has joined the
firm of McKenna &: Cuneo in
Dallas as a partner. He specializes
in health care reimbursement and
managed care.
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1975
Edsell M. (Chip) Eady Jr. has
joined the bond counsel team at
the firm of Carroll, Burdick &:
McDonough of San Francisco.
Susan Low Bloch argued for
granting President Clinton
temporary immunity from Paula
Jones' sexual harassment lawsuit
in an ABA]oumal article entitled
"Yes: Nation's Agenda More
Important Than a Speedy Trial."
David Stanley has resigned his
post as executive director of the
First District Appellate Project in
San Francisco and returned to
private practice as a courtappointed appellate attorney for
indigent clients.

1976
Ronald F. Graham.recently
advised marriage counselors
about their likelihood of being
called to testify in court at a
Michigan Association for
Marriage and Family Therapy
conference. He discussed issues
related to testifying in court,
either for a client or as a defendant in a malpractice suit.
Graham is a shareholder in the
firm of Buesser, Buesser, Black,
Lynch, Fryhoff &: Graham, P.C.,
of Bloomfield Hills and Detroit.

Ross D. Petty received tenure at
Babson College, where he is an
associate professor of law and the
Roger A. Enrico Term Chair.
Last year, he published a book,

The Impact of Advertising Law on
Business and Public Policy. He and
his family will be spending the
1994-95 academic year in
Scotland while he is a visiting
professor at the University of
Stirling.
David Westin was promoted to
president of the ABC Television
Network Group.

1978
Dennis W. Fliehman has left the
San Diego law firm he cofounded to become the associate
director of the Michigan State
University Alumni Association.
He oversees more than 100
regional alumni clubs worldwide.

1979
Elaine Mittleman is continuing
her eight-year lawsuit against the
U.S. Treasury Department and
Roger C. Altman. She alleges that
in 1981, Altman fired her
unfairly from her post with the
Treasury's Chrysler Loan
Guarantee Program after she
questioned the department's
monitoring of financial reports
Chrysler was required to file.
Vicki Lafer Abrahamson has
been named a member of the
American Bar Association's
Council for the Section of Labor
and Employment Law. She is the
sole employment attorney who
represents plaintiffs to occupy a
seat on this 19-member council.

Stafford Matthews has joined
the San Francisco law firm of
Landels, Ripley &: Diamond as a
senior transactional and tax
partner. Previously, he was a
partner in the Los Angeles law
firm of Mitchell, Silberberg &:
Knupp.
G. A. Finch

1980
Alan J. Kreczko is special
assistant to the president of the
United States and legal counsel,
National Security Council. He ·
formerly was a deputy legal
advisor at the Department of State.

G. A. Finch has been appointed
to the Agricultural Export
Advisory Committee in Illinois.
This committee provides
consulting services related to the
export of farm products. Finch is
a partner with the law firm of
Querrey &: Harrow.

1977
Robert H. Jerry II has been
named to the Herbert Herff Chair
of Excellence in Law at Memphis
State University. An authority on
insurance, health insurance and
banking law, Jerry is a former
dean of the University of Kansas
School of Law.
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Beatriz M. Olivera has joined
the Chicago area firm of Vigil
Berkley Schulz&: Gordon, P.C.,
as a shareholder. She concentrates her practice on business,
insurance, and entertainment
litigation matters.

James L. Stengel and Andrew
M. Calamari have published a
single-volume treatise entitled
Complex Litigation (Practicing Law
Institute, 1994). It outlines a
simple, logical approach to
managing multifaceted cases
from the initial investigation
through trial, settlement and
appeal. Stengel is a partner in the
New York firm of Donovan
Leisure Newton &: Irvine.

1982
Lawrence Savell published an
article entitled "Affirming the
Value of Criticism" in the July 22,
1994 New York Law journal. The
article discusses the significance
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit's unusual
retraction of its own ruling in
Moldea v. New York Times Co. The
appellate court first ruled that the
Times' unfavorable book review
attacked author Dan Moldea's
professional competence and was
therefore subject to the law of
defamation. Three months later,
the same three-judge panel
amended its initial ruling to allow
greater "breathing space" for
literary reviews. Savell wrote that
the revised opinion recognizes
both the value of literary criticism
and the "analogous element of
respectful criticism and comment
inherent in the appellate process
itself." (Roger Simmons, J.D. '72,
is chief counsel for Moldea in the
libel suit.)

1983
Helen Currie Foster is serving
as managing partner of the
Birmingham, Alabama law firm of
Walston, Stabler, Wells, Anderson &: Bains. She continues to
practice environmental law and
litigation.

lrasema T. Garza has been
appointed secretary of the U.S.
National Administrative Office.
She is charged with handling
complaints about non-enforcement of labor law in the North
American Free Trade Agreement
signatory nations.

1984
Henry Zheng now is a partner at
Sidley & Austin in New York.

1985
Tom Bulleit has been elected
chair of the Health Law Section
of the District of Columbia Bar.
He is a partner in the health care
practice group of Hogan &
Hartson in Washington.
John D. Hertzberg has become a
principal in the firm of Shefferly
& Silverman in Southfield,
Michigan. He practices in the
area of creditors' rights, commercial bankruptcy, and commercial
litigation.

1986
Maureen Crough and Andrew
Klevom have become partners at
Sidley & Austin in Chicago.
Mike Johnson has been
appointed vice-president and
general counsel for Ameritech
Michigan's telephone industry
services unit.

1987
Laurie A. Wright recently was
named second vice-president at
the Northern Trust Co . of
Chicago. She is manager of the
Estate Tax Services Division in
the Personal Fiduciary Services
Group.

1989
Kelly Morton has taken a
postion at Central California
Legal Services.

1991
David Bulbow has been promoted from misdemeanor public
defender to felony public
defender within the Dallas
County Public Defenders Office.
Lisa A. Crooms is a visiting
asscociate professor at Howard
University School of Law for the
1994-95 academic year.

1993
Jeffrey D. Adelman has joined
the Detroit office of the law firm
of Miller, Canfield, Paddock and
Stone, P.L.C. As an associate in
the Business Services Department, he will be involved in local
and national business and
security matters.

Thomas R. Morris has become a
principal in the firm of Shefferly
& Silverman, where he practices
in the area of creditors' rights,
commercial bankruptcy, and
commercial litigation.
Randall S. Thomas has been
promoted to full professor at the
University of Iowa College of
Law. He teaches corporate/
securities law, specializing in the
field of proxy contests.

I
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The Law School notes with regret the passing of
these graduates:
'29
'32
'33
'35
'36
'37
'38
'39
'41
'48
'49

'50
'53
'82
'91

Richard]. Shaull
Ephraim R. Gomberg
Verle C. Witham
Lynne F. Linn
James W . Coultrap
James E. O'Brien Sr.
john M. Pikkaart
Dwight C. Pond
Norman]. Fredericks
Thomas C. Van Sluyters
William G. Lerchenjr.
David Loeb
Jesse D. Willmott
Thomas Circle
Hon. Marvin W. Foote
Karl E. Kraft
Otis M. Smith
john A: Fillion
David H . Lapeza
Edna M. Flores

May 24, 1994
Feb.9,
May 24,
July 17,
June 13,
June 16,
April 22,
Nov. 26,
March 18,
Aug. 18,
May 20,
June 18,
July 23,
July 30,
Oct. 23,
June 29,
Aug.8,
July 2,
July 21,

1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994

KEEP IN TOUCH

Take a moment to let
your classmates know
what you're up to.
Send news to
Class Notes, Law
Quadrangle Notes,
7 2 7 Legal Research,
Ann Arbor, MI
48109. Send items by
Internet e-mail to
toni.l.shears@umich.edu.

Jeffrey D. Adelman

Adam F. Scales has joined the
Minneapolis-based law firm of
Faegre & Benson as an associate.
He will practice in the general
litigation group.
LAW QUADRANGLE NOTES
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Fellowships
give graduates

Alumni abroad a wider
world view

Bosch fellows Craig Smith and Burgit Seifert
(center) and Smith's wife, Ann Harrison,
at dinner in Germany.
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AT LEAST THREE University of
Michigan Law School graduates have
enjoyed immersing themselves in the
German legal and social system under
the auspices of the Robert Bosch
Foundation Fellowship Program.
Craig Smith, JD. '91, and Birgit
Seifert, JD. '89, spent the 1993-94 year
in Germany, where they worked and
lectured in courts and elsewhere. Joseph
Blum, J.D. '82, now an attorney with
Latham and Watkins' London office, won
a Bosch Fellowship in 1985-86.
The Bosch Foundation, established by
the founder of the German auto parts
manufacturer, offers the fellowships to
maintain ties of friendship and understanding between the Federal Republic of
Germany and the United States. The
fellowships allow Americans in the early
stages of their career to spend about nine
months at posts in both federal and state
or private jobs, so they gain a broad view
of German law and society.
The prestigious fellowships "open
doors all over Germany. As a Bosch
Fellow, you are able to find work for
yourself in all kinds of interesting
positions," Smith says. For Seifert,
comparing aspects of the German and
American legal systems gave her greater
appreciation of certain aspects of both.
Seifert, who formerly worked at the
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, chose posts where she
could explore her interests in property
ownership issues and in hate crimes and
civil rights. First, she went through
intensive language training in
Cologne and a September seminar in
Bonn to learn about Germany's political
and economic system. Then she worked
for the Bundesgerichtshof, a federal
Supreme Court in Karlsruhe dedicated to
general civil and criminal matters.

ALUMNI

There Seifert was involved in cases in
which the state had repossessed land
after owners fled to the West to escape
the Communist regime. Today, Eastern
Bloc residents have been living 40 or 45
years on land that technically belonged to
western owners who had been unlawfully
dispossessed. 'There are a lot of administrative issues of ownership that are
starting to bubble up now. It's complicated but fascinating," she says.
While in Karlsruhe, Seifert also
worked with the federal prosecutor's
office and observed its case against two
defendants who had allegedly
firebombed a house and killed two
Turks. "The case was what we would
have classified a hate crime. In Germany
they don't see this as a civil rights issue,
but more as a terrorist issue, a crime
against the state. The paradigm they used
is what they used against left-wing
terrorists."
In the second half of her fellowship ,
Seifert worked at labor court in Dresden.
She gave lectures in German on American
civil rights law and class action suits at
universities, non-profit centers, and
several courts. Smith coached her
preparations for her lecture at Germany's
highest Supreme Court, which was later
published in a German law journal. She
also travelled around meeting with
officials and groups interested in establishing anti-discrimination laws to
protect persons of color. Some American
strategies, such as methods of testing for
housing discrimination, might prove to
be useful tools in Germany. However, she
feels that other factors like Germany's
restrictive citizenship policies work
against an American-style civil rights
movement there.

'The civil rights movement in the U.S.
was very powerful because there were so
many people involved. I worry that in
Germany there is not the critical mass
needed to move a country of 80 million
people forward in education and legislative solutions," she says. "Germany is
very restrictive on citizenship, so persons
of color in most cases are not citizens and
are basically shut out of the political
system. That makes it very difficult for
persons of color and immigrants to bring
about change.
"I had a great year, and I'm thrilled
that I went. I learned a tremendous
amount about their legal system, their
social welfare system, and the role of the
government in a social market economy.
There were things that I was attracted to
in their system, and things I wasn't so
enamored with," she says.
Smith, formerly an associate at the
Portland, Maine firm of Pierce, Atwood,
Scribner, Allen, Smith & Lancaster, spent
the fall working for the German justice
Ministry, primarily in the department
responsible for European Union matters.
He wrote memoranda on several issues,
including one in a case bound for the
European Court of justice. He also met a
judge of that court and heard oral
arguments. "It was fascinating to watch
Europe growing together," he says. "I feel
as though I witnessed the moment the
European Union was born out of the
European Community. I was at a meeting
in Brussels where all twelve member
states were hashing out a legal issue,
with banks of interpreters translating
every sentence into all the other languages. Suddenly the news arrived that
the German constitutional court had
OK'd the Maastricht Treaty. The whole
room broke into applause as the final
hurdle to the evolution of the European
Union fell."
Later, Smith worked as a clerk in a
trial court (Landgericht) in Freiburg for a
judge recommended by Professor
Mathias Reimann. He attended trials and

judges' conferences, wrote opinions in
German, and developed a close personal
and professional relationship with
the judge.
At the same time, he lectured at the
German Supreme Court on the niceties of
collateral estoppel and began translating
opinions for the Federal Constitutional
Court in Karlsruhe. Through this work
he met Professor Dieter Umbach, an
appellate judge and professor at the
University of Potsdam near Berlin.
Umbach hired Smith to return in
1994-95, to work as his research assistant
and to teach American law. From
Potsdam, Smith reports that his students,
having grown up under Communist rule,
have little concept of individual constitutional rights - or the Socratic method of
teaching those rights. "I hope to involve
students who are used to being lectured
at, to challenge them to articulate their
thoughts," he says. At the same time, he
is working toward an LL.M. and assisting
the Federal Constitutional Court as a
part-time translator.
'These are terrific opportunities I
never would have had if not for the
Bosch fellowship," he says. "It gave me a
'business card' that people recognized
throughout Germany. This allowed me to
seek out contacts, knock on doors, and
be allowed in."
Blum spent his fellowship at the
Ministry of justice and in the Legal
Department of the Robert Bosch Corporation. Based on his observations and
reading, he published a paper on insider
trading of German securities. "It's a great
program," says Blum. "Much of what I
learned has a direct relationship on my
international practice, both in relation to
Germany and generally."
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